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ABSTRACT.   In this paper the concept of vector valued, absolutely continuous

functions on an idempotent semigroup is studied.   For  F  a function of bounded

variation on the semigroup  S  of semicharacters with values of  F  in the Banach

space   X,   let   A = AC(S, X, F)  be all those functions of bounded variation which

are absolutely continuous with respect to  F.   A representation theorem is obtained

for linear transformations from the space  A  to a Banach space which are continu-

ous in the  BV-norm.   A characterization is also obtained for the collection of

functions of  A  which ate Lipschitz with respect to   F.   With regards to the new

integral being utilized it is shown that all absolutely continuous functions are

integtable.

Introduction.   Absolutely continuous functions have been extensively studied

in the literature.   For example in [5] the dual space of the space of absolutely con-

tinuous functions is characterized.   In [7], T. Hildebrandt gives a representation

theorem for the linear functionals on  BV[0,  l]  which are continuous in the weak

topology.   In [6] a representation theorem for linear functionals continuous in the

variation norm on  BV[0, l]  is given.   This representation is in terms of a so-

called v-integral.   The techniques of that paper, however, make strong use of the or-

der on  [O,  l].   In [8] absolutely continuous functions and functions of bounded

variation on idempotent semigroups are defined and these functions are identified

with a certain class of finitely additive set functions.

In [l], the identification in [8] is used to obtain a representation theorem.    A

characterization of the so-called Lipschitz functions in the setting of [8] is also

obtained by the authors.   The techniques of [l] depend on a result of Darst [2]

which states that if u  and  v are two finitely additive real valued set functions

with  v « u,  then  v is the limit in the variation norm of finitely additive set func-

tions  zz     defined by  u (A) = f .s   du,   where s     is a simple function.   This re-
77 J       n J A    n n r

suit does not in general hold true when  u  and v are vector valued.

In this paper we study the concept of vector valued, absolutely continuous
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functions on an idempotent semigroup.   We obtain a representation theorem for

linear transformations from the space  AC(S, X, F) to   Y  which are continuous in

the BV-norm.    A characterization is also obtained for the collection of functions

of  AC(5, X, F) which are Lipschitz with respect to  F.   It is also shown that this

new integral being utilized has a "wide enough" class of integrable functions.

In fact all polygonal functions are integrable (see Lemma 6) and, even more so, all

absolutely continuous functions (Theorem 2) are integrable.

1.   Notations and definitions.   Let  A  be an abelian idempotent semigroup,

and let  S be a semigroup of semicharacters on A   containing the identity.   Recall

that a semicharacter on  A  isa nonzero bounded, complex valued function on  A

which is a semigroup homomorphism.   Since A  is idempotent it is clear that every

f in  S can be viewed as a characteristic function on  A.   The notations used here

will be consistent with the ones used in [l]  and [8].   We recall some of these

notations.

For / in  S,  A.= \a £ A: f (a) = 1} and /. - \a £ A: f (a) = 0!.   Let  Tn  be the

set of all Tz-tuples consisting of 0  and  1.   Let Q     be a finite subset of S, that is

Q    = [/,, /-, • • • > /  I,  and let  o £ T .   If o(i) denotes the z'th component of a,

for Q = Q    let

BiQ,o) = (   D    A, n     n    Jf).
W(0=1    'i     o-(0=o    'if

LiQ,o)F=   £    mio,r)F(f[fTM
reTn \£-l /

Any set of this form will be called a set of B-type.   Let  F be any function from

S  to the reals.   Define

t€T„

where m  denotes the Mó'bius function for T    (see [9])-   The function  F is said

to be of bounded variation if  sup S     _    \LÍQ, o)F\ < oo,  where the supremum is
ere ¡ n

taken over all partitions of A  into sets  BÍQ, a) as  o ranges over  T .   The col-

lection of all real valued functions of bounded variation on  S    will be denoted by

BV(5).   Consider F e BV(S).   Then by ACiS, F), we mean all functions G £ BViS)

such that, for each  e > 0,  there exists a  8 > 0   such that, for every finite set Q -

Q    of S  and any subset H of T ,

£  \LiQ, o)G\ < €    if  23   \L(-Q> rip\ < S-
o-eH cr€H

From now on  F  will be assumed to be positive definite, i.e.   L(g, o)F >_ 0  for all

such  Q  and a.

Let X be a Banach space.   Then by the space  BV(S, X) we mean all func-

tions from  S to  X  which are of bounded variation in the above sense where abso-
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lute value is replaced by the norm in  X.   For G £ BV(S, X),   ||G||_V   will denote

sup l(TfTn \\LiQ, a)G\\x:

Definition. Let 2 be any field of subsets of some set and let u and v be

finitely additive set functions defined on S where u is scalar valued and v is

X valued. We say that v is absolutely continuous with respect to u and write

v « u it v is the limit in the variation norm of X  valued set functions of the form

"Ï,"   , v. • x., where x. £ X,   and each  v. is a scalar valued, finitely additive, set
z =1    7 z' z l ' ' '

function on  S,   which is e — S absolutely continuous with respect to  u.

Remark.   In the case that  X is the reals the above definition reduces to the

usual one.

Definition.  Consider G £ BV(S, X) and  F  as above.   The function  G is

called absolutely continuous with respect to F if  G is the limit in   || • ||_v  of X

valued functions of the form  2"   , G . • x . where x. £ X and each  G. is a scalar
i =1     7      z z z

valued function defined on S  which is absolutely continuous with respect to F as

in [8].   We denote this space by  AC(S,  F, X).

2.   Results.  Let zz  denote a scalar valued finitely additive set function de-

fined on  S  and let m be an  X-valued finitely additive set function defined on  X.

Lemma 1.  m « u  if and only if m  is the limit in the variation norm of finitely

additive  X-valued set functions defined on  2 whose range is finite dimensional,

and which are e — 8 absolutely continuous with respect to u.

Proof.   Suppose that  ttz  is the limit in the variation norm of finitely additive

set functions  ttz. (where the ranges are finite dimensional) which are e— 8 abso-

lutely continuous with respect to  zz.   It follows that each  ttz .  can be written as

ni

TTZ . =    >       TTZ ..   •   X . .
'        ¿^1        11 11

7 = 1

where each ttz.. is a finitely additive, real valued, set function defined on  2 each

of which are e — 8 absolutely continuous with respect to  zz,   and where the x..

are linearly independent.   Hence ttz « u.   The converse is clear.

Lemma 2. ttz « zz if and only if m is the limit in the variation norm of X-val-

ued set functions which are represented by integrals of X-valued simple functions

with respect to u.

Proof. From Lemma 1, ttz « zz if and only if. m is the limit in the variation

norm of set functions of the form  S ttz . • x . where each  ttz . is real valued and
7 I I

e — 8 absolutely continuous with respect to  zz.    From a result due to Darst [l],

each  ttz . is the limit in the variation norm of set functions of the form   (s. ,du
i /    i,k

where each s . ,   is a real valued simple function.
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It is clear then that m will be approximated in the variation norm by

[ 'S. s . ,  • x . du.
J        i,k       i

From now on  2  will denote the field generated by all ] . as f ranges over S.

Let ?77  be a finitely additive X-valued set function defined on  2.    To  ttz  we

associate an  X-valued function defined on  S,   denoted by ttz,   which is defined by

m(f) = ffdm = m(Af).

Let BV(2, X) denote the collection of all finitely additive X-valued set functions

of bounded variation.   Then  BV(2, X) is a Banach space under the variation

norm [5].

Theorem 1.   The map m —► m is a linear isometry from BV(2, X) onto

BV(S, X).   Moreover,  m < < u  if and only if m < < û and, for each x  in X, u • x =

u • x.

Proof.   Clearly the map is linear, we now show that it is onto.   Consider  G £

BV(5, X), then  G  can be extended to the linear span of S by the equation

G(2 a .f.) = 2 a.Gif), since  S is a linearly independent set (see [7, Lemma 1.4]).

Since  Sisa semigroup, for each  F £ (Î,  it follows that  \p  is an element of the

linear span of S . Thus we define a set function  zzr  by  equation   uAE) = Gi~xp).

It follows that  uG is a finitely additive X-valued set function defined on  2.

Furthermore for each  / £ S,   zzV(/) = uAA ,) = Gif).   We now show that the map

is norm preserving.    We have   ||ttz|| = sup 2 ||ttz(B.)||   where the  B.'s   are sets of

B-type and form a partition of A.   Now

HI = sup ¿A \\miB.)\\ = sup£||L(Bf)»«|| = ||£||BV.

Note that we can now obtain the norm of  G directly from the equation   ¡|G|I„,, =
11      " B V

sup 2 llG^^II.   Now suppose that G < < P.   Then  G is the limit in the varia-

tion norm of G    = 2. h     . • x    . where each  h       is real valued and h     . < < P.
n 1     n,i        n,i n,i n,i

Also each  h     . = u     . where u    . << zz,,.   Hence if we let u   = 2. zz     . • *       it
n,i n,i n,i r n 1     n,i n, 1

follows that  u     converges to  u~  in the variation norm once we have shown that," . . ^-—--

for each real valued finitely additive set function  u  and each  x £ X,   u • x =

zz • x  since then we have that  û   = G .    This follows since
n n

u • x(f) = zz • x(Af) = u(Aj) ■ x = u(f) • x.

Lemma 3.   The space  ACÍS, X, F) is a Banach space.

Proof.   Since BV(S, X) is a Banach space, from Theorem  1 it is sufficient

to show that  ACÍS, X, F) is closed in  BViS, X).   Consider G £ BViS, X) and

G    £ AC(S, X, F) where ÍG  ! converges to G in the BV-norm.   Since each  G
77 n °> n

is the limit in the  BV-norm of functions of the form  2. G    . • x    . where each
z      n,1        n,i

G   { < < F,  it follows that G 6 AC(5, F, X).
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Definition.  Let [A ., A   , • • • , A   i be a partition of A by sets in  2 and let

S=1" = l  XA i ■ Xi-    Define

,<*> = Sb

for each  F  in  2;   then clearly   V    < < up.   The function   P    £ ACÍS, F', X) which

corresponds to   V    from Theorem 1 will be called a polygonal function.

Lemma 4.   The collection of polygonal functions is dense in  ACÍS, F, X).

Proof.  Consider  G £ ACÍS,   F , X) and   e > 0.    There exists an H -

2" ,b.'x.,   where h. £ ACÍS, F) and II G - F/Il „,, < e.   Furthermore each h . = û.,
7=1     Z 7 7 " M BV 7 7

where zz. < < uc.   From the result of Darst [l], there exist simple functions  s .
it- * i

such that  \\u.~ fs.duAl < e.    Let t =   2 s. • x.  and  V,(F) f_ tduu;  then if
11   z      J    i      r- " ii t        JE F'

P    is the polygonal function which corresponds to   V ,  we have

«"-^IbvHIZv^-PzHIz^-z--^
= Il2>f *+-/2/<- xidup\ ̂T,(lui-S^sidu'

which establishes the lemma.

Now to each  G in   AC(5", X, F) we associate a special polygonal function

which, in the case that S is the set of characteristic functions on half open inter-

vals, coincides with the usual idea of polygonal function (see [3])>   Let  G £

ACÍS, X, F), and let   Y be a finite subset of S.    Let

v   uGiBiY, o))

Wy'G = o-h ^Bjy~AT)'XB^^y
n

Since u ABÍY, o)) = 0  implies  zzr(ß(Y, o)) = 0,   we define the ratio to be zero

in this case.   Let  Vy G = fWy Gdup;  then since   Vy c < <up,   we denote the

corresponding polygonal function by  pGy.

Lemma 5.   The collection of all pGy  is dense in  ACÍS, X, p) in the BV-norm.

In fact for e > 0,   there exists a finite subset  Y„   of S such that if Y D Y0  z"¿e7Z

\\G-pGy\\ <e.

Proof.   Let e > 0;  then there exists an X-valued simple function  s  such that

||zzG - Vs\\ < e/2 since uG < < up.   If s = 2^ \B(Z a-,  then for each   BÍZ, o),

r
VsiBiZ, o)) = Jß(Zi a) sdup = zzF(B(Z, a)) • xa.

Thus xa= [l/upÍBÍZ, o))1 ■ VsiBiZ, o)).   Similarily, if Z'   DZ,   we have

V- 1
2-, u(B(z; o))    X^Z,o-Y
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which we shall write as

VsiBiZ', o))

\> uF(Biz!, a)) 'XBlz'>"y

Now

- V,JI ij I-

-<E/r

Wzi G\\dup

VABiZ', o)) - ur(B(Z', a))1

uFiBiZ', o))
dUr.B(Z',cr)

= £ II VS(B(Z', o))-uGÍBÍZ', o))\\
cr

<¡Vs-uG\\<e/2.

Hence the result follows from the triangular inequality and Theorem 1.

We will denote the space of all bounded linear maps from a Banach space X

to a Banach space  Y by  F(X, Y).

Definition. Let K be a function defined on all sets of B-type with values in

L(X, Y).   We say that  K is convex relative to  F if whenever ¡BiZ' , r)\,  t £ T   ,
m

is a partition of BÍZ, o), then

KiBiZ, CT))=£Àr/C(B(Z', r))
t

where À  = uÁBÍZ', r))/upÍBÍZ, o)).   The set function   K will be called bounded

if  K is bounded in the  L(X, Y) norm over all sets of B-type.   By   ||K|], we will

mean the least upper bound of the bounds for  K.

Definition.   For G: S —» X  and   K convex, by the  v-integral of G with respect

to  K,   we mean the limit, if it exists, of 2    KÍBÍZ, o))LiZ, o)G,   where the limit

is taken over the net of all finite subsets of S.   We denote the integral when it

exists by v fGdK.

Lemma 6.   All polygonal functions are v-integrable with respect to every convex

and bounded K.    In fact,

vfpsdK=J2 KiBiZ, o))LiZ, o)ps
cr

for all Z D Z.,   Z    some finite subset of S.

Proof.   Suppose  s = 2£rB(Z(), o) ■ xa. Then V ÍBÍZ, o)) = upÍBÍZ, o)) ■ xg

for all  Z^>ZQ.   So  F(Z, o)ps = upÍBÍZ, o)) • x&   Consider ZQ  C Z C Z'.   Then

HZ',   T)ps « UpiBiZ',   t))   .   xT  where xf  = xff if   BÍZ',   r)   C  ß(Z, a).     By

convexity,   K(B(Zq, o)) = 2 A^ßtZ', o) where  X(r= up(B(Z', o))/up(B(ZQ, o)).
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Thus

£ KiBiZQ, ff))L(Z0, o)ps = £k(B(Z', r))F(Z', r)ps.

<y t

Theorem 2.   Fez"  T be a linear operator from the space  AC(S, X, p) into   Y

which is continuous in the BV-norm.    Then there exists a unique convex and

bounded set function  K,  with values in  L(X, Y), such that every  G in ACÍS, X, F)

is  K-integrable, and moreover

TiG) = v ( GdK.

Furthermore,   \\T\\ = \\K\\.

Conversely, if K is any convex and bounded,   L(X,  Y) valued set ¡unction,

then each  G £ ACÍS, X, F) is  K-integrable and v f G dK defines a continuous

linear operator from  AC(S, X, F) into  Y.

Proof.  Let Z be any finite subset of S  and let

UplBiZ, o) n El
V7        (E)   =   ---;-J

Z-CT zzF(B(Z, a))     '

then  Vz      is finitely additive and  Vz _. < < up.   Let ifi7      be the corresponding

function in  AC(5", F).   Define the function   K by the equation

KiBiZ,o)) ■ x= Tiif/Z^.x);

then

||K(B(Z, a)) . x\\y = ||T(-AZi<T • x)\\y < \\T\\ \\ifj z >a •■ x\\^.

Since   ||0Zfer-*||BV=||VZf(r-*|| = ||VZfJ ■ W < W» we have that   || K|| <

IITil.   Now,

zzr(B(Z, o))
Vz,G^ = Se Z UG(r(7'   k • *B(Z' aUuP = Z uc(B(Z, a))vz    (B).

a   UpiBiZ, o)) a

Thus by Theorem 1,   pGz - 2    LiZ, o)Gif/z „•   From Lemma 5, we have

TiG) = lim TipGz) = lim TÍ^L(Z, o)GibZo\

= lim        K(B(Z, o))L(Z, o)G = v {GdK.
z   „ *

Also
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II711 >   sup    \T(ibz      .x)\\y
llxlkl

=    sup   || K(B(Z, a)) • x\\y = ||K(B(Z, a))||,(x y)-
llxlkl

Hence   ||T|| = ||K||.

Conversely suppose that   K is a bounded, convex,   F(X, Y) valued set function.

Then

\v J pGz   dK - v f pGz dK
2

<||pGz   -pGz  || || fi||.
1 2

Since   Y  is complete this shows that  G  is   K-integrable and moreover that

v ( GdK= lim v ( pG7dK.
J z       J        Z

We now define the concept of a Lipschitz function and characterize the space

of all such functions in terms of convex and bounded set functions.

Definition.  Let g be a real valued function defined on  S.   Then g  is called

Lipschitz with respect to  F if there exists a constant   P  such that   |F(z, o)g\ <

PL(z, a)F  for all sets  Bix, o).   We denote this space of functions by  Lip(F).

Definition.   By the space Lip (X, F) we mean all functions  G £ BV(S, X, F)

which are approximable in the  BV-norm by functions of the form  2"   . g. • x.,

where  x. £ X  and g. £ Lip (F)   for z = 1, 2, • • • , tz.

We now want to give a characterization of the space  Lip (X, F) in terms of

convex and bounded set functions.    For this purpose we introduce a special class

of convex and bounded set functions which we denote by  MG(X, F).

Definition.    Let  K be a convex and bounded X-valued set function.   We say

that  K £ MciX, F) if and only if, for each  e > 0,  there are finite collections

\K.,  K7, • • • , K  !  and \x., x  , • • • , x   \, where each   K. is scalar, convex, and

bounded and each  x. £ X,   and such that

Z"F(By) KiB ) - £ K.(Bj) . xJ    < e
i«l II x

for all partitions  \B ! of A  into sets of  B-type.   Clearly,  MAX, F) is a linear
1 c.

space.

Theorem 3.   The spaces MAX, F) and Lip (X, F) are linearly isomorphic.

Proof.   Consider H £ Lip (X, F) and  e > 0,  then there exists a finite set

\h,, h., • • • , h   i where each  h . £ Lip (F)  and a finite set  \x,, x.,•••, x  \,
i       ¿ n i í       ¿ n

x. £ X,   such that   ||H - 2"_, h . • x.||„,, < e.   Let zz,,  correspond to  H  and define
7 " z -1     i        z" B V H r
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KH by the equation Kh(b) = uh(b)/u Aß), and, if ttz. corresponds to h ., define

k. by the equation k .(ß) = u ÍB)/uAb), for each », for all sets B of B-type. It

follows that the set functions   K.., K,, • • • , K     are all convex and bounded.    We
n l ?7

now show that  K„ £ MC(X, F).   Let  ÍB.S be a partition of A  into sets of the

B-type.   Then

Z"F(B;) W-ZW-*; uHiB) - Z miB}) ■ x.
z = l

< e.

Conversely, consider  K £ MAX, F).   Then for e >0  there exists  \K.,  K_,

, K  \  and \x , x  , • • • , x   \  such that

Z "pte?KiB.)- Y K.(B) ■ x.
1 *—* 7        1 l

Z=l

< e

for all partitions \B.\ of A  into sets of B-type.   If we define uK(B) - uf(b)K(b)

and ?77.(ß)= ucÍB)K.ÍB), then it is easy to check that z¿„  and the  772.'s  are
l r l J K 7

finitely additive and absolutely continuous with respect to   F.   Let H¡, correspond

to  a„  where f/„ £ ACÍS, X, F) and h. correspond to  ttz.  where h. £ ACÍS, F);
TV rv. Z * 7 7

then \\HK - 2"_j h.XjW < e. Now the maps K —* HK and H —> KH are in-

verses of one another. Consequently, the theorem is shown since linearity is

immediate.

Remark. It should be pointed out that the above characterization is rather

different from the scalar case as in [l]. While the map H —► K„ was straight-

forward in the scalar case, we have seen that in our vector setting a weighted-

type of variation is needed to define the map.
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